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at age 5. (Of course omnivorous humans begin eating meat earlier than age 5, but their consumption levels are low at the earliest stages.)
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87. For more on this, see David Benatar, Better Never to Have Been (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 182–193.

88. Like the philanthropic argument, this aesthetic misanthropic argument could also be applied to animals. There is much that is aesthetically unappealing about animals. However, there are some ways in which humans are aesthetically worse. This is partly a function of the number and impact of humans.


90. Ethics of the Fathers, 3:1.

91. Obviously the amount depends in part on water intake and on other variations between people, including whether the person is an adult or a child. The figure I cite here is from a careful study of adults: Dick Parker and S. K. Gallagher, "Distribution of Human Waste Samples in Relation to Sizing Waste Processing in Space," in The Second Conference on Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st Century, ed. W. W. Mendell (NASA Conferences Publication 3166, Vol. 2, Part 6, 1992), 564.

92. This is very likely an underestimate as those in the study did not eat fresh fruit and vegetables, which, the authors of the study note, would increase stool volume. See Parker and Gallagher, "Distribution of Human Waste Samples in Relation to Sizing Waste Processing in Space," 563 and 566.

93. This assumes an average life expectancy of 67.59 years.

94. Estimated as 702,183,609 in July 2012. Ibid.

95. This assumes 36.7 mL per menstruation (http://ebm.rsmjournals.com/content/39/9/1458.short, accessed December 27, 2012); that the average ages for menarche and natural menopause are 14 and 50 respectively (Alfredo Morabia, Michael Costanza and the World Health Organization Collaborative Study of Neoplasia and Steroid Contraceptives, "International Variability in Age at Menarche, First Livebirth, and Menopause," American Journal of Epidemiology 148, no. 12 [1998]: 1195–1205); that the average woman has 2.47 children (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/xx.html, accessed December 27, 2012), yielding 408 months of menstrual cycles per woman.


97. I am grateful to Anna Hartford for research assistance, and to participants in the "Permissible Progeny" workshop (London, Ontario, June 2013) for their comments.

CHAPTER 2
Procreative Ethics and the Problem of Evil

JASON MARSH

Many people see the evil and suffering in our world as important if not decisive evidence against the claim that a loving God created our world and yet these same people typically see no real moral problem with human procreation. This chapter argues that these attitudes are in tension. More accurately, although it might turn out that the facts of evil and suffering threaten theism without also threatening human procreation, it would take philosophical work to show that: this is the case. In the meantime we are left with two basic options—at least those of us who take global arguments from evil seriously.\(^1\) First, we can grant the tension and revise our beliefs about the severity of the problem of evil in order to make procreation more justifiable. Second, we can grant the tension and acknowledge that human procreation raises important ethical problems. Although both possibilities are worthy of consideration, I will primarily explore the latter possibility in this chapter. My goal, to clarify, will not be to argue that procreation is in fact impermissible on account of the problem of evil, but to motivate the idea that procreation may be in need of a systematic justification. Whatever one makes of my particular aims, however, I hope it becomes clear that thinking about procreative ethics and the problem of evil in tandem is fruitful because it unveils important connections between the two areas and reveals new challenges for each side.
THE CONTEXT

According to a recent survey,² the vast majority of professional philosophers self-identify as nontheists—more than 85% self-identify as atheists, agnostics, or something other than theists. If you ask these philosophers why they are nonbelievers or lean toward nonbelief, one response you’re likely to get is that the problem of evil justifies their stances, at least in part. It is not just nonbelievers who take the problem of evil seriously, though. Many believers do as well. Indeed, another survey suggests that atheists, agnostics, and theists agree that the argument from evil represents the single strongest argument for disbelief.³

Of course, there are various versions of the argument from evil (logical, evidential, local, global, etc.) and various lines of response to those different arguments (the free will defense, the soul-making defense, and skeptical theism, etc). The relevant surveys naturally do not track these various distinctions. But it is interesting that although we survey people about their general views concerning the problem of evil, no one feels the need to survey philosophers about whether human procreation is permissible. This is almost certainly because almost all philosophers think that procreation raises no real problems, at least in the vast majority of cases. Actually, most philosophers along with most people think that procreation is obviously justified, and as a result fail to really reflect on the matter.

Now, as one might expect, the situation is slightly different among the experts in procreative ethics. Here the question of whether bringing persons into existence is permissible has recently begun to be taken very seriously. On the one hand, there are the anti-natalists. These thinkers, though they remain in the minority,⁴ have argued that procreation is rarely if ever justified, given certain facts about harm, risk, and consent, and given certain empirical facts about how we overestimate the quality of our lives. On the other hand, there are the pro-natalists. These thinkers, though they do not normally seek to explain why procreation is justified, occasionally try to answer anti-natalist challenges.⁵ In addition to pro-natalism and anti-natalism there is a third, and almost entirely neglected, option called procreative skepticism.⁶ According to this view we should be uncertain or agnostic about the moral status of procreation, at least in many cases. Such a view is worth mentioning because it is weaker (and intrinsically more plausible)⁷ than anti-natalism, and because it might have similar practical consequences to anti-natalism.

If you look to the literature in procreative ethics, then, you might be inclined to think that we are already in need of a more robust justification of procreation. My task will be to argue that this need is confirmed if common ways of reasoning about God and evil are thought to be on track.

HOW THESE PROBLEMS DO AND DO NOT RELATE

In response to my thesis, some might claim that: the problem of evil and the problem of procreation are too different to really speak to one another. After all, goes the thought, the problem of evil is supposed to be an argument against the existence of God, but nobody is arguing that human parents do not exist. This claim misconstrues the connection we are exploring, however. Our question is not whether the problems of evil and procreation have an identical logical structure or conclusion. Our question is rather whether certain features of these problems, or ways of reasoning about them, speak to one another.

For instance, if we had notably different attitudes about evil and optimism when reasoning about the problem of evil than we do when reasoning about human procreation, consistency would force us to revise our views in at least one of these two domains. Similar, if we drew on notably different evidence when evaluating people’s well-being, depending on which problem we are working on, this would be significant and could reveal the presence of a bias. Unfortunately, however, few philosophers have appreciated these possibilities, which shall soon be developed in detail.⁸

This is not to say that every version of the problem of evil, if endorsed, will generate problems for human procreation. For instance, according to the classic version of the problem of evil—the logical version—any amount of evil logically entails the non-existence of an all-perfect God. On this view, often attributed to J. L. Mackie,⁹ the bare existence of evil establishes atheism; it wouldn’t matter if the world were fantastic overall. More precisely, this argument states that the following claims are logically inconsistent: (1) God is omnipotent (that is, all powerful), (2) God is omniscient (that is, all knowing), (3) God is omnibenevolent (that is, all loving), (4) Evil exists.¹⁰ If such an argument were successful, goes the thought, then the problem of evil and the problem of procreation would reasonably be thought to be entirely independent. For it does not seem, on the face of it, that the bare existence of evil poses a moral problem for human procreation.

There are problems with endorsing this version of the argument to escape the tension that I am exploring, however. Most notably, the logical problem of evil has largely fallen out of fashion among philosophers of
religion. Indeed, according to one common narrative, most writers now acknowledge that it is very hard to show that God and evil are in logical tension and prefer instead to see the evil and suffering we observe as providing evidence against God’s existence. In light of the evidential or probabilistic turn in philosophy of religion, it seems unwise to appeal to the logical problem of evil to escape problems about human procreation.

Another complication for the above escape route concerns recent developments in axiology. Some moral philosophers deny that the bare existence of evil lacks procreative significance. David Benatar, for instance, argues that even a single harm in a human life, if notable, would render starting that life impermissible. I am referring here to Benatar’s asymmetry argument against human procreation. According to this argument, existence in our world can never really be in anyone’s interest in light of the following four claims that Benatar thinks most people implicitly accept: (1) the presence of pain is bad, (2) the presence of pleasure is good, (3) the absence of pain is good, even where no one exists to appreciate its absence, and (4) the absence of pleasure is not bad unless some existing person is deprived of this absence.

Though rarely encountered by philosophers of religion, Benatar’s argument supports an idea that could seriously alter discussions of theism and evil: namely that unpopulated worlds are always preferable to populated worlds that include some evil. (To clarify, I do not endorse the asymmetry argument. My claim is merely that those who wish to draw upon the logical argument from evil to escape the problems raised here ought to at least engage Benatar’s argument.)

In addition to logical arguments from evil, it may be that certain local arguments from evil—e.g., those based on seemingly isolated and gratuitous natural evils, such as a fawn burning in a forest fire—have no significance for procreation. It would be a basic misunderstanding to think this undermines my thesis, however. For leaving aside problems with local arguments from evil, our question is not whether all arguments from evil must always have procreative significance. Our question is whether some of the most widely held and most forceful versions do. This is hardly a trivial possibility. It would be very interesting if some of the most common and forceful arguments from evil implicated people’s beliefs about procreation.

HOW GOOD IS THE WORLD? GLOBAL ARGUMENTS FROM EVIL

So what are these widely discussed versions of the problem of evil? Like many, I suspect that the best and most discussed arguments from evil are global and evidential in nature; they concern how much evil there is and whether this evil notably disconfirms, or perhaps even falsifies, theism. Indeed, it is precisely because there is so much horrible evil around the world that these global evidential arguments from evil are thought to have evidential traction. Consider, for instance, the following remarks from Alvin Plantinga:

Our world contains an appalling amount and variety both of suffering and of evil. . . . I’m thinking of suffering as encompassing any kind of pain or discomfort: pain or discomfort that results from disease or injury, or oppression, or overwork, or old age, but also disappointment with oneself or with one’s lot in life (or that of people close to one), the pain of loneliness, isolation, betrayal, unrequited love; and there is also suffering that results from awareness of others’ suffering . . .

Consider, too, the following words from Michael Peterson:

Something is dreadfully wrong with our world. An earthquake kills hundreds in Peru. A pancreatic cancer patient suffers prolonged, excruciating pain and dies. A pit bull attacks a two-year-old child, angrily ripping his flesh and killing him. Countless multitudes suffer the ravages of war in Somalia. A crazed cult leader pushes eighty-five people to their deaths in Waco, Texas. Millions starve and die in North Korea as famine ravages the land. Horrible things of all kinds happen in our world—and that has been the story since the dawn of civilization.

The above authors, being theists, do not think that evil defeats theism. Their claims do, however, suggest that extremely bad things happen very frequently and appear to raise a question about the basic goodness of the world. In saying this, I do not mean to deny that the authors of these passages are themselves optimistic—perhaps they are and perhaps their religious outlook helps them. The claim is only that their words may tell a different story. And the story is that, at least in the absence of some kind of redemption or way of dealing with all of this evil, our world is not obviously good and can sometimes even look bad.

Further evidence of this worry shows up in the works of many non-theists as well. According to Paul Draper, for instance, the fact that so many sentient beings never flourish because they suffer for much or even “most or all of their lives” is much more likely on metaphysical naturalism than on theism. Draper realizes that there is also cooperation in the world and that some sentient beings get lucky. But he claims that “countless living
organisms", including many human beings, still fail to live good lives. Philip Kitcher draws on similar data to issue a direct challenge to the divine. He states, “had the Creator consulted me at the Creation, I think I could have given him some useful advice.” Kitcher of course does not literally believe that there exists a creator for him to advise. But his claim about natural evil remains relevant to our discussion all the same. For Kitcher seems to imply that even limited and minimally decent beings like ourselves, never mind a perfect Anselmian creator, would not design this world with all of its competition, suffering, disease, and death. The worry generated by such a claim should be apparent. We bring people into the very same world, with the very same patterns of suffering, all of the time. Rarely do we ask whether this makes us less than minimally decent creators.

Other examples could be cited as well. For instance, Ken Taylor mentions that 'of the roughly 106 billion human beings who have so far lived on the earth it seems fair to estimate that an extraordinary percentage have lived in circumstances of considerable material, political, and/or spiritual deprivation.' Taylor adds that even the 'providential theist' cannot rule out that 'many more millennia of moral darkness do not still await us.' In addition, Julian Savulescu, now a philosopher, describes how his experiences as a physician helped to undermine his former faith.

I saw for the first time the reality of death and suffering. I did some hard jobs like Haematology and Oncology, and Intensive Care. I saw completely innocent ordinary young people die agonizing deaths, their skin peeling from their body as they were narcotised to death. I saw horrible burns and amputated limbs from utterly meaningless accidents. I saw people screaming as they died and others silent with terror. . . . While there is a voluminous theological literature spanning millennia on the problem of suffering, and great writers like Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy propose solutions, the idea that there was any value or meaning in suffering and death evaporated for me. What I saw and heard just killed a belief in God for me, for no special philosophical reason. This was a phase of existential senselessness. I bought a safe car, went surfing and skiing a lot and decided to do philosophy. . . . That was my response to the value of suffering.

To be sure, Savulescu also acknowledges experiential moments of “exquisite beauty” and points to his children as his greatest joy in life. I can appreciate that. But it rather helps to make my point: the reader is left with the sense that he is more optimistic when describing his children than when describing theism.

In light of these claims, a question facing many philosophers is this: are we notably more pessimistic about the basic goodness of the world when reasoning about the problem of evil than we are when reasoning about human procreation? I think the answer is yes. And although I haven’t done detailed empirical analysis, I can give my impressions. I can also make predictions. For instance, I’d be willing to bet that those who write on global evidential arguments from evil, including those who claim that evil defeats theism, do not have many less children on average than other academics. I also bet that they are no less likely to celebrate the birth of a child than others.

Even if you disagree with me about the empirical issues, however, there remains a normative question worth asking. Should the kinds of pessimistic claims we are talking about, claims which regularly show up in debates about the problem of evil, be more consistently factored into our thoughts and claims about the morality of human procreation? You do not have to be an anti-natalist to raise this question. After all, the passages we have been considering seem to show that suffering is extremely pervasive.

Perhaps some philosophers will wish to resist an overly gloomy interpretation of their claims. Hopefully the present discussion, whatever else it accomplishes, will encourage more philosophers to become clearer on what they mean to imply about the world’s overall value or about the value or meaning of the average life. In some cases little clarification is required, however. This is because some authors are explicit about the relationship between evil and optimism. Most notably, Marilyn McCord Adams acknowledges that horrendous evils "challenge a believer’s faith.” But she adds that evil represents a problem for everyone, including nonbelievers. She states,

The world is riddled with what I have called horrendous evils. They’re not a rare thing. And it’s easy to become a participant in them. And thousands, millions of people, are participating in them now even as we speak. And so what I want to say to people who don’t believe in God is this: if you’re optimistic and idealistic, if you think life is worth living and you have high purposes in your life, this is not a rational posture unless you think that there is some superhuman power who is capable of making good on the many and various horrors that human beings perpetuate everyday on one another, and which could befall you tomorrow, even in the next half hour.

Adams intends to set up a pragmatic argument for belief in God, a so-called argument from the conditions of optimism. I will not address this argument here. For present purposes, Adams’ more basic claims about whether optimism is rational in the absence of faith are my target.
SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN PROCREATION

Adams' claims are highly relevant to procreative ethics since, although the point seems to escape her notice, they arguably commit her to two forms of anti-natalism. The first form of anti-natalism arises if we endorse a widely held view about what justifies procreation. According to Jeff McMahan, "What makes procreation morally permissible in most cases is the reasonable expectation that the babies in a possible person's life will be outweighed, and significantly outweighed, by the goods." When combined with McMahan's claims about what justifies procreation, Adams' claim that secular persons cannot justify an optimistic outlook suggests that secular persons should not procreate, at least if they are informed of their predicament.

Perhaps Adams will respond by rejecting McMahan's claim that reasonable expectation about how one's child will fare (expected utility) as opposed to her actual future (actual utility) are what matter to procreative decision-making. Perhaps she will further remind the reader that, given her theological framework, everyone will fare well, at least in the long run. Indeed, since Adams believes that there will be a final victory over evil, culminating in the salvation of all persons, she may think that procreation is always objectively safe.

I think that this theistic defense of pro-natalism, which makes use of universal salvation and consequentialism, would be an interesting move. I am surprised that no one has made it. But such a move is also risky. Recall that Adams admits that evil poses a problem for the believer and could objectively undermine theism. Such an admission is risky now since it introduces a second form of anti-natalism. In particular, if Adams is wrong about God's existence and right about the world's present value, then her claims would seem to imply that nobody should, objectively speaking, procreate.

The most obvious way to generate a problem for procreation, then, is to explicitly claim that the world risks being bad or to claim that optimism is irrational, at least if theism is false. But there are other, less explicit ways to generate a problem for procreation. Some authors might implicitly communicate that the world is bad or extremely mixed, whether or not God exists. Others might implicitly communicate that the world's value, or at least the value of many lives, is ambiguous, neither clearly good nor clearly bad. Any of these claims should trouble us, since if it is anything short of clear that the average life is quite good it might also seem clear (given McMahan's claim) that informed persons, at least, are not well positioned to start the average life.

In my experience, few seem to notice that their claims about God and evil have procreative significance. Of the authors discussed so far, only Julian Savulescu comes close to being an exception, which is perhaps unsurprising since he works in procreative ethics. In another article, co-written with Guy Kahane, he states: "parents are exposing children to risks of suffering, hardship and frustration simply by bringing them into existence. If procreative choices were constrained in this way, there could be strong presumptive reasons to abstain from procreation altogether." Savulescu never explains why procreative choices aren't so constrained, but his earlier claims about God and evil make this silence puzzling. After all, if God's creative choices are constrained by suffering, why doesn't something similar apply to human parents? If God ought to create beings that suffer less than us, or not create at all, why doesn't something similar apply to us?

I will soon explore some possible answers to these questions and why they fail. In the meantime, we seem to be left with the following problem. The premises of many evidential arguments from evil, if endorsed, may challenge the existence of a perfect God or even a minimally decent creator. But these premises equally appear to challenge the value of many human lives and by extension many acts of human procreation. If we convey, whether explicitly or implicitly, that the world risks being bad or far less than good then we make procreation risky in general. If we communicate, less strongly, that the value of many but not nearly all lives is negative or ambiguous, we still raise important local challenges to procreation, according to which many shouldn't procreate.

This last claim about local procreative worries reveals something important about the nature of our challenge. In particular, it would be inadequate to respond to my claims by pointing out that defenders of arguments from evil are themselves typically well positioned to procreate, given their privileged place in society. Even if such a claim were beyond dispute, it would be highly significant if the arguments of many philosophers of religion implied that very many people should not create.

OBJECTION 1: GOD AND HUMANS ARE DIFFERENT

The most obvious objection to my claims is that there are serious differences between humans and the divine, differences that generate asymmetrical moral responsibilities in the context of creation. In particular, a perfect God, it might be argued, could easily create far better off creatures than us and could easily improve our environments. By contrast, we humans do
not have nearly as much control over the kinds of beings we create or the amount of natural evil there is. This means that we should be held to a much less demanding creation ethic than God, given our limitations.

I think that this objection, which points to differences between God and humans, is not ultimately helpful to the pro-natalist defender of arguments form evil. For one thing, even if we grant that a theistic God, being perfect, can be held to a higher creative standard than we limited human beings, it hardly follows that human procreation is problem-free. For it may be that no truly loving being, whether human or divine, would create persons who suffer or who seriously risk suffering in the ways outlined earlier. Pointing out that a powerful God could eliminate more suffering than us, in other words, won’t get us off the hook if there is a serious problem with anyone’s placing sentient creatures in a world like this one. In fact, if the world risks being bad, or if its value is ambiguous, it doesn’t really matter if God could have easily created a far better world than this one. Procreation will still raise serious moral problems for us.

There is another problem with the current objection. Showing that a perfect God would have a more difficult time justifying creating than we limited beings do, in some respects, is not tantamount to showing that a perfect God would have a more difficult time justifying creation than we do in all respects. In fact, when it comes to the decision to make persons, it may be that we humans have the larger justificatory burden, all things considered. This is because, a perfectly powerful God could plausibly defeat any evil that arises in the lives of our children in ways that we humans, left to our own devices, could not hope to. Most notably, a perfectly powerful God could radically extend our natural life span, say in the hereafter, ensuring that present evils are radically overcome, even to the point that they no longer seem significant. By contrast, we limited human beings lack the resources to defeat horrendous evil or to offer our children maximal levels of well-being. This fact alone would arguably make God better positioned to place persons in this world than humans, or at least humans who deny the existence of God.

It is not just that we lack the power to make good on horrendous evils should they arise in our child’s life. It is also that we cannot foresee whether these (or less severe but still serious) evils will arise in the first place and cannot always see how they might be justified, should they arise. Put another way, an all-knowing God might be aware of moral justifications for creating persons who suffer that we finite beings lack, assuming there are such justifications.

What all of this means is that our lack of power and knowledge can work against us when it comes to creation ethics. Pointing to differences between divine and human attributes to escape the problem we are raising can easily backfire. It can show that we should not create at all, or at least that we should create beings who experience less harm than we do.31

**OBJECTION 2: BEING IS INHERENTLY GOOD**

Another possible objection to my claims is axiological. Benatar, recall, draws on axiological claims to argue that coming into existence is always a net harm, at least in this world. This strikes many people as way too strong. But some philosophers of religion I have spoken with have appeared to endorse a comparably strong claim: namely that existence is always a net benefit. Now such a claim might be interesting if based on Marilyn Adams’ universalist outlook, described earlier. But the philosophers I have in mind did not base their claims about the goodness of existence on the universality of salvation. They rather based them on the Medieval doctrine, according to which being is inherently good and is indeed to be identified with goodness.

Perhaps these philosophers mis spoke. And no doubt there are different interpretations of the doctrine in question, some of which might be extremely sophisticated. But if the “being is goodness” doctrine is literally interpreted such that coming into existence is always a net good—and a net good for a conscious agent no matter what happens in this life or the next—then I find it highly dubious. I am not exactly sure how to argue for this judgment. I suspect that almost no one would agree that an existence that was literally full of misery, with no hope of relief, is good for an agent all things considered. In fact many people would commit suicide under less harsh conditions, which testifies to their beliefs on these matters. I suppose I am largely assuming with most moral philosophers that a life could fail to be worth living, if it goes badly enough. For those who share this assumption, the present objection will not provide a good basis for severing the connection between procreative ethics and the problem of evil.

**OBJECTION 3: THERE CAN BE OPTIMISTIC ARGUMENTS FROM EVIL**

Perhaps a better response to the current tension would be for philosophers to simply tone down their pessimistic claims when reasoning about religion in order to make it easier to justify human procreation. Here it might be said that many arguments from evil, whether on account of emotion or rhetoric or both, overstate how bad the world is. It might be added
that once we factor in all of our evidence, including our evidence for life's many goods things look pretty darn decent overall. According to this view, if a divine creator does exist, our response to this fact (pace Kitcher and others) should be not one of complaint about suffering and evil, but one of great thanks and acknowledgement of the gift of life. In addition, on this view, if there is a global normative challenge for theism, it will not be that the world risks being bad or that its value is unclear. It will rather go something like this:

1. The world is clearly good all things considered, well worth celebrating, but it could be even better and indeed far better.
2. If there were a perfect God, premise 1 would be false. That is, if there were a perfect God, the world would likely not be such that it could be radically improved upon. (This is because a perfect God would likely not satsisfice or at least would likely not satsisfice very much in creating or sustaining the world)
3. Therefore a perfect God likely doesn't exist.

The anti-satisficing argument acknowledges that human life is generally quite good and yet still manages to raise a global and evidential problem for theism. That said, the anti-satisficing approach raises difficult questions of its own (questions that should lead anyone to think twice before abandoning standard global arguments for the present one to get out of the pickle).

For instance, how good would a world, or a life, have to be before it is worthy of creation? Does the anti-satisficing approach imply that there shouldn't be any squirrels, if theism is true, since these creatures cannot enjoy maximal levels of well-being? Or does it merely imply that squirrels should be as happy as possible relative to their natures? What are the cut-off points for "good enough"? I, for one, am not sure what to say about these matters. Moreover, that few philosophers nowadays think that there is a best possible world, or a best possible life, further complicates matters.32

Perhaps, contrary to first appearance, these questions can be answered. But even if they can, another problem emerges. The more we stress how good the world is, in order to save optimism and procreation, the less plausible, in general, evidential arguments from evil will become. To put the point another way, evidential challenges from evil carry notably less force under more optimistic assumptions than under more pessimistic ones. This is because pessimistic arguments from evil can easily, and almost always do, incorporate the thought that a perfect God could create a better world than this one. Pessimistic arguments from evil will just add that

this is only half the story; the other half is that the world has not just some, but many, terrible features; features that leave many in depression and despair. It is the evidence of these evils, and the thought that sadness might often overcome gladness, that gives the argument from evil much of its normative flavor and force.

In fact, it is a little bit misleading to imply that evidential arguments from evil should be equally concerned with maximizing good as they are with minimizing evil. This is because our reasons against causing or allowing suffering, as many moral philosophers have noted, are stronger than our reasons for causing or allowing benefits. For instance, it seems more important to prevent a happy person from experiencing something terrible (like suffering a car accident) than it is to ensure that that same person experiences even more happiness (like winning a lottery). Turning to creation ethics, a similar asymmetry appears to hold. It seems more important to prevent a miserable person from existing than it is to cause an abnormally happy person to exist.33 These claims about the relative priority of preventing suffering, though interesting in their own right, further confirm optimistic arguments from evil have less force than pessimistic ones.

Now theists will presumably welcome the idea of a weakened challenge from evil—and if procreation is literally on the line, then non-theists and even anti-theists might as well. But there is another question about whether this anti-satisficing option is even available anyhow. It is one thing, after all, to want to become more optimistic in response to a quandary. It is quite another thing to literally show that one's optimism is justified in the face of evil. This is not to say that I am not optimistic about the world or about the lives of future people. It is rather to say that optimism about the world hasn't exactly been established and that establishing its reasonability, as I have argued elsewhere, could be rather hard.34

Suppose, however, that we were up to the task. That is, suppose that a fairly optimistic outlook could literally be shown not just to be of prudential interest, but uniquely reasonable. Would this be sufficient to show that procreation is problem-free? Is a life that is reasonably expected to be quite good, all things considered, a life that we are automatically justified in starting?

IS GOODNESS ENOUGH TO JUSTIFY CREATION? SOME KANTIAN COMPLEXITIES

In this last part of the chapter, I will explain why answering these questions affirmatively is trickier than many realize. Many, after all, agree
with Kant that there are important deontic constraints on obtaining good outcomes. This explains, in part, Kant's claim in his 1791 essay "On the Miscarriage of all Philosophical Trials in Theodicy" that there is no successful theodicy or known explanation "of the highest wisdom of the creator against the charge which reason brings against it for whatever is counterproductive in this world." As Derk Pereboom points out, Kant's endorsement of the Categorical Imperative, and in particular the formula of humanity, leaves him with little tolerance for greater-good theodicies, which attempt to justify evils in our world in light of the greater goods they make possible.

Part of the worry here stems from interpersonal aggregation or trade-offs between different persons (for instance, killing one person to save two others). Eleonore Stump does justice to this worry when she argues that a perfectly loving and powerful divine creator would cause or permit undeserved, involuntary human suffering only if such suffering produces a net "benefit for the sufferer" and if the benefit couldn't be gotten except through the suffering. Interestingly, some philosophers of religion find Stump's constraint too strong, even when applied to a perfect being. Also interestingly, some moral philosophers would find it too weak, even when applied to human beings. Most notably, Seana Shiffrin, a contemporary Kantian, worries about intrapersonal aggregation or trade-offs within a single life (for instance, harming someone in order to benefit that same person). Shiffrin's views imply that even when all of Stump's conditions are satisfied, some benefits should not be bestowed on persons.

Let us call this the problem of impermissible benefits. To see the problem it is helpful to consider an example. Suppose, that the only way to get college money for your daughter is to break her arm while she is ten years old. We might question whether breaking your daughter's arm is permissible in this case even if all of Stump's conditions are satisfied. That is, even if the act benefits the child more than it harms her, and even if the harm is required to get the benefit, the act might still seem wrong and even disturbing. In fact, even if the child later comes to be glad about your decision, that decision still might seem questionable.

This is not to say that every benefit that is mixed with severe suffering is impermissible. To borrow an example from Shiffrin, if you have to break an unconscious person's arm in order to save his life, then in the absence of reasons to think he wouldn't consent to your actions, saving the life seems justified and perhaps obligatory. This is because you do not merely improve an agent's well-being in such a case. You further save him from suffering a far greater harm or loss. But Shiffrin's point is that creation is not like this. If you fail to create someone, nothing bad happens to her and none of her interests are set back. This explains why even the most optimistic people don't feel bad for not creating even more happy people than they do. It also explains why creation is not analogous to the rescue case. For unlike the rescue case, the creation case amounts to bestowing a pure benefit: it involves harming someone in order to benefit them as opposed to harming them in order to prevent them from experiencing an even greater harm.

If there is a general lesson here, it is this. Even if it is often permissible to harm a nonconsenting person in order to prevent her from suffering an even greater harm, it is not in general permissible to harm a nonconsenting person to secure a pure benefit. Such an asymmetrical view explains why it would be wrong to break your child's arm to get her funds for college (or if you prefer, to get her a new car) but it would not be wrong to break her arm to save her life. But such a view also implies that creating is more questionable, in some respects, than breaking your child's arm to secure her college funds. This is because although there is a clear sense in which an already-existing child is made worse off if she doesn't get a good education, there is no clear sense in which a possible person is made worse off if she never exists to begin with. In a word, if we go with Shiffrin's normative outlook, then procreation raises real moral concerns, pace Jeff McMahan, even where a future life is reasonably expected to be good overall.

I confess that Shiffrin's reasoning can seem somewhat plausible, particularly when one doesn't see where it leads. In fact, a related Kantian worry, made explicit by Elizabeth Harman, is whether "some harms are such that nothing could justify them." Hopefully, for the sake of procreation, there aren't any such harms; or hopefully if there are, no one actually suffers them. Even if these absolutist worries can be set aside, though, it's difficult to deny Shiffrin's claim that a typical life contains severe harms. We still need to ask whether causing (or allowing) all of this harm is permissible.

To be sure, not everyone likes this way of putting the problem since not everyone thinks that we can benefit or harm in creating. In particular, the non-identity problem and related problems have led some ethicists to abandon talk of procreative harm. A chief worry here concerns whether acts that make no one worse off can be wrong; it can seem strange to say that you harm somebody by giving her a life that is, on balance, worthwhile, particularly where the only alternative for that person was never existing. Some, in response to these worries, defend a noncomparative account of harm, according to which you need not make someone worse
off in order to harm her. Others claim that we can speak of harms within a life without saying that a life as a whole is harmful. We need not resolve these normative disputes here, however, for we can use different language to communicate Shiffrin's basic worry about creation ethics.

Consider, for instance, David Velleman's explanation for why procreation is morally equivocal. As Velleman sees it, the problem with procreation is not that it involves harming anyone; the problem is that it involves tossing persons, without their consent, into a risky "predicament", where the "stakes are high, both for good and for ill." Since failure, and not just opportunity, comes easily, and since serious burdens and suffering befall even the best lives, Velleman appears to agree with Shiffrin that "being brought into existence is at best a mixed blessing" and that "those who confer it are not entitled to walk away congratulating themselves on a job well done." Perhaps the best response to the problem is not to refrain from creating but to help one's child to flourish by giving her as good an upbringing as is feasible. This is Velleman's suggestion. The reader, however, is still left with the impression that there is a problem with creation.

CONCLUSION

By way of conclusion, all of the previous arguments lead me to find the following asymmetrical principle puzzling.

EVIL ASYMMETRY: The amount and kinds of suffering we see provide strong, and many will say decisive, evidence against the very idea that our world is the product of divine creation. But this same suffering does not have any bearing on the general morality of human procreation whatever.

Though implicitly held by many philosophers, I find it difficult to motivate EVIL ASYMMETRY. This is not to say that no good justifications of EVIL ASYMMETRY could ever be developed, only that some of the most obvious candidates fail. In particular, if we're too pessimistic about the human condition then problems for procreation emerge. By contrast, if we're too optimistic, then standard global arguments from evil become less plausible.

This does raise the possibility that defenders of EVIL ASYMMETRY might seek to construct a middle position, somewhere in between optimism and pessimism. But the question is whether this is really a safe place to be. In particular, a mediocre world where lives are highly mixed might be thought to pose problems for procreation. In fact, until the problem of impermissible benefits can be resolved, then even under somewhat more optimistic assumptions, some will doubt that creation is problem-free.

To be sure, there may be other defenses of EVIL ASYMMETRY that I have failed to consider. But there also may be other reasons for rejecting EVIL ASYMMETRY that warrant exploration. For instance, I have not even mentioned that the people we create are very likely, not just to themselves suffer, but also to cause others to suffer. The harm we cause to others (discussed by David Benatar in Chapter 1) might reveal further connections between procreative ethics and the problem of evil: can anyone justify creating persons who will not only suffer but who will also almost certainly cause, and we might add allow, other sentient beings to suffer in fairly severe ways?

These are interesting questions. Instead of exploring them here, though, let me conclude by simply reminding the reader of my goal in raising these issues. My goal is not Benatar's goal. I am not trying to convince people that pessimism and anti-natalism are the correct ways to go, nor am I trying to make ultimate pronouncements about the problem of evil or whether a loving God exists. My goal has rather been to encourage more people to see a tension in their own beliefs about these matters, and to be motivated by the tension to develop a systematic defense of procreation. There needn't be anything incoherent about these goals. Just as many philosophers of religion take the problem of evil seriously without abandoning their religious outlooks, something similar might apply to pro-natalists. Pro-natalists might take the problem of procreation seriously and be motivated to address it. More generally, all of us who have interests in ethics and philosophy of religion might put our heads together to try to better defend human procreation. Along the way we might make some interesting discoveries about the argument from evil.

NOTES

1. I will focus on global arguments from evil here, which, as we shall see, concern the vast amount of horrendous evil in the world—and whether all of this evil would occur if God existed. I realize that some will deny that any version of the problem of evil is worrisome to begin with and so will not face the tension I am highlighting. But this chapter is not written with such persons in mind, who are at any rate in the clear minority in philosophy. It is rather written for those who feel the problem of evil in their bones.

2. David Bourget and David Chalmers, "What do Philosophers Believe?" Philosophical Studies, no. 3 (2014): 465–500. To be fair, the survey focused mainly on analytic departments at secular schools.
3. Though they disagree about how much force the argument has, Helen De Cruz, “Preliminary Results of My Survey on Natural Theological Arguments,” Academia.edu, https://www.academia.edu/1438058/Results_of_my_survey_on_natural_theological_arguments (August 7, 2014).


7. It is in general easier to show that we lack knowledge that some claim is true (like the claim that the externa. world exists) than it is to establish the falsity of that same claim. My explanation of this claim is as follows. Since knowledge is factive (i.e. requires true belief) any argument that P is false will also amount to an argument that we lack knowledge that P. By contrast, not nearly all arguments for the claim that we lack knowledge that P will also be arguments that P is false. This claim about the many ways that knowledge can fail explains why Benatar’s metaphysical approach is harder to defend than a more skeptical epistemological approach.


10. More accurately, these claims, when combined with common assumptions about the nature of omnipotence, the nature of love, and the badness of evil, are supposed to generate an explicit contradiction between God and evil, rendering God’s existence impossible.


12. See David Benatar, Better Never to Have Been: The Harm of Coming into Existence, 38.

13. I will mention one overlooked consequence of Benatar’s view that seems to me very difficult to endorse. Imagine three worlds. In world A everyone experiences only pleasure, but they live for only 20 years. In world B everyone experiences infinite pleasure in heaven, but only after a very serious needle prick on earth (suppose this one harm will help them to better appreciate infinite bliss). In world C there are no sentient creatures at all, only space and rocks. Benatar’s asymmetry argument implies that A and C are tied in value and that B is the least preferable option. This latter claim seems especially difficult to accept.


17. Alvin Plantinga, for instance, is clearly optimistic and tells me that the best worlds on his view require suffering, incarnation, and atonement. He seems to be presupposing a consequentialist normative framework.


19. Draper is also himself a very cheery fellow and no doubt one of the lucky ones.


21. True, humans can do more than non-human animals to minimize suffering, but we should not overestimate our abilities here.


23. Ibid., 150.


28. I am assuming here, with most moral philosophers, that objective moral values and obligations do not require the truth of theism.


30. To be fair, Savulescu, although he fails to discuss anti-natalism thinks that prospective parents have strong moral reasons to create the best-off children they can.

31. Caspar Hare agrees that even minimally decent and minimally rational agents can have serious moral obligations to create better off, beings. See The Limits of Kindness (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013).

32. Then again, some may wish to defend the Leibnizian idea that there is a best possible world or a best possible best life. After all, presumably God’s life is the best life, given theism, and perhaps it could be argued that a world with only perfect beings would be the best world.

33. See Jeff McMahan, “Asymmetries in the Morality of Causing People to Exist.”
35. Cited in Derek Parfit, "The Problem of Evil," *Faith and Philosophy* 2, vol. 4 (1985): 411. Although Stump seems most concerned with the question of whether allowing evil is permissible, she also discusses how natural evil could be good for people, which looks more like a case of doing than allowing. Of course, not everyone thinks there is a significant moral difference between doing and allowing.
38. This is not to say that Shiffrin is a full out anti-nalist, though she comes close to such a position. She states: "I am not advancing the claim that procreation is all-things-considered wrong. It is consistent with these arguments to regard nonconsensual, burden-imposing actions as morally problematic but not always impermissible, or to regard procreation as a special case. All I mean to advance is the claim that because procreation involves a nonconsensual imposition of significant burdens, it is morally problematic and its imposer may justifiably be held responsible for its harmful results." (Ibid., 139).
39. Benatar, by contrast, clearly thinks that procreation is always objectively wrong.
40. There are other possible standards of procreative responsibility too. According to the zero-line view, for instance, all that it takes to justify starting a life is the expectation that this life will be worthwhile or even barely worthwhile. Many procreative ethicists seem to reject the zero-line view.
42. In Shiffrin's words, "Even though procreators may benefit their progeny by creating them, they also impose substantial burdens on them. By being caused to exist as persons, children are forced to assume moral agency, to face various demanding and sometimes wrenching moral questions, to engage in taxing moral duties. They must endure the fairly substantial amount of pain, suffering, difficulty, significant disappointment, distress, and significant loss that occur within the typical life. They must face and undergo the fear and harm of death. Finally, they must bear the results of imposed risks that their lives may go terribly wrong in a variety of ways." Seana Shiffrin, "Wrongful Life, Procreative Responsibility, and the Significance of Harm," 136–137.
44. The teen parent case, often discussed in procreative ethics, is a good example of this. After all, had the parents waited until they were older to have a child, a non-identical child would have existed instead. Of course, we want to say that the parents wrong the original child in some sense, if she has a bad start in life, not just that there has been impersonal wrongdoing, thus the problem.
47. Ibid., 251.
48. Ibid., 246.
49. Thanks to David Benatar, Andrew Bottomley, Samantha Brennan, Dan Groll, Sarah Hannan, Meena Krishnamurthy, Michal Lott, Colin McLeod, Jon Marsh, T. J. Mawson, Carolyn McLeod, Matthew Clayton, Alvin Plantinga, Alexander Pruss, Seana Shiffrin, Anthony Skelton, Adam Smith, Eleonore Stump, Charles Taliaferro, John Thorp, David Velleman, Richard Vernon, and Daniel Weinstoc for helpful discussion. The views discussed here do not implicitly or explicitly represent official positions of any institution that I am affiliated with.
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CHAPTER 3
Could There Ever Be a Duty to Have Children?

ANCA GHEAUS

INTRODUCTION

Could there ever be a duty to have children? I explore the case for a positive answer and advance the suggestion that there is a collective responsibility to procreate and raise (enough) children—in short “to have children”—in order to avoid great harm to a potential last generation of childless people. By collective responsibility I mean the duty owed by a group of people to individuals who are vulnerable to how the respective group of people act (or fail to act) collectively. I also address the question whether such a responsibility can, under certain circumstances, translate into individual and enforceable duties. My interest is not in the related discussion about whether there are reasons to bring into existence children whose lives are very likely to be good, and about the weight of these reasons. Rather, I consider the possibility that a general duty to help others can, under certain circumstances, entail a duty to have children in order to avoid dramatic depopulation and its material and psychological consequences on the last generations. If it exists, such a duty would be grounded in the interests of already existing persons rather than in the interests of the prospective children. Therefore, I avoid the contentious assumption that a state of affairs can be better even if it is not better for any person; my line of reasoning is compatible with a person-affecting view of ethics.